Abstract. Let L be an ample line bundle on an abelian surface A . We prove that the four conditions: (1) L is base point free, (2) L is fixed component free, (3) L®2 is very ample, (4) L®2 is normally generated, are equivalent if (L2) > 4 . Moreover we prove that L®2 is not normally generated if (L2) = 4 .
Introduction
Let B be an abelian variety defined over an algebraically closed field, and let M be an ample line bundle on B . The theorem of Lefschetz says that M®" is very ample if n > 3. If a polarized abelian variety (B, M) is isomorphic to (Bx x B2, cf(Qx x B2 + Bx x D2)) where 8i is a principal polarization of Bx, dim(5i) > 0, and dim^) > 0, then M®2 is not very ample. Therefore the Lefschetz theorem gives a best possible condition for the very ampleness of M®n. The above example, however, is the only example for which M®2 is not very ample (see Ohbuchi [3] ). The condition that M®" is normally generated is also given (see Koizumi [1] , Sasaki [5] , Sekiguchi [6] [7] [8] ) and n = 3 is best possible in this case too. As for M®2, if M is base point free then M®2 is normally generated (see Ohbuchi [4] ). In this paper we consider the difference between this very ample condition and this normally generated condition. The result is the following: Theorem. Let L be an ample line bundle on an abelian surface A defined over an algebraically closed field with characteristic 0. If (L2) > 4 then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) L is fixed component free, (2) L is base point free, (3) L®2 is very ample, (4) L®2 is normally generated.
If (L2) < 4 then the above conditions are not equivalent. If (L2) = 2 then L®2 is not very ample, and therefore is not normally generated. In the last part of this paper, we prove that L®2 is not normally generated if (L2) -4. akira ohbuchi
Proof of the theorem
To prove the above theorem, we prepare several lemmas. Throughout this paper, we assume that L is an ample line bundle on an abelian surface A defined over an algebraically closed field. Proof. See Ohbuchi [3] . Q.E.D. If (L2) = 2 then L is a principal polarization. Therefore L®2 is not very ample, so L®2 is not normally generated. If (L2) = 4 then the above equivalence does not hold because L always has base points. But in this case, as for L®2 , we can show that L®2 is never normally generated and that L®2 is very ample provided that L is fixed component free. We check this result.
Lemma 5. // (L2) = 4 and L is fixed component free, then a general C £ \L\ is smooth. Proof. By Bertini's theorem (see Zariski [9] ), a general member C £ \L\ is smooth at p e C -Bs\L\. Let p € Bs\L\. Since p + K(L) C Bs\L\ and the order of Bs\L\ < 4, it follows that Bs\L\ is a 4-point set. For every p £ Bs\L\, the intersection multiplicity at p = (L • C)p > 1 . Hence C is smooth at p £ Bs\L\ because (C2) = 4. Q.E.D.
Lemma 6. L®2 is not normally generated. Proof. We may assume that L is fixed component free. We also assume that Bs\L\ 3 0. As K(L) -Bs\L\, Bs\L\ is contained in A [2] . Let C be a smooth member of \L\. Let i: A -► A be a morphism defined by i(x) = -x. In this case we obtain that i*C = C. Because the condition i*C ^ C implies that C and i*C have a same tangent direction at every p £ Bs\L\, it follows that (di)p: TP(A) -> Tp(A) is multiplication by -1. Therefore (C-i*C)p > 2. This is a contradiction. Hence C is a symmetric divisor on A . By Lemma 4, we obtain this lemma. Q.E.D.
